Lettering Styles
These are the most popular lettering styles. The finishes in which they can be
produced are cut only, cut and enamelled, cut and gold leaf, or cut and lead filled.
These are a small selection of the lettering styles that are available and have been
computer generated. Every inscription is open to personal choice and style and
traditional hand cut lettering is also available.

P & S GALLAGHER
Independent Family Funeral Directors and Monumental Masons

Traditional Memorials for Churchyards

TIMES NEW ROMAN
and lower case
CALIBRI
and lower case
CASTELLAr
Engravers
BRADLEY HAND
and lower case
Lucida handwriting
OLD ENGLISH
and lower case
SCRIPT
and lower case
pandsgallagher.co.uk
We are proud to work with a range of skilled craftsmen
both locally and further afield.
Bespoke designs are readily available
and we will be pleased to provide full estimates for all works required.

Fraser House,
Triangle Road,
Haywards Heath
RH16 4HW
Telephone: 01444 451166

Weald House,
111 Lower Church Road,
Burgess Hill
RH15 9AA
Telephone: 01444 239869

CH13
Blue-black slate ogee top style
headstone with rebated margin to
front edge, fitted to a matching base
with centre vase insert (optional).
The memorials shown inside this brochure can be made in various
materials acceptable and compliant with churchyard regulations.

Before any memorial can be placed within a cemetery or churchyard
formal applications will need to be made to the appropriate authorities.

As part of our service we will make these applications
on your behalf and offer advice on which materials or designs
would be most acceptable to that particular authority or church.

CH14
Green Slate oval top headstone fixed
straight into the ground with reverse
carved lily of the valley to bottom edge.

There are statutory fees that will need to be paid to the church
or cemetery authority as part of the application; these costs will be
confirmed to you as part of our free estimating service.

Before any order is placed a signed confirmation of order will be
required, after which a layout of the proposed inscriptions will be
forwarded for signed approval before any lettering is started.

There are many different carvings
that can be added to our churchyard
memorial selection, including those
designed by yourself.
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CH10
Light grey granite ogee top headstone
with check shoulders, carved floral
design across the top, pin line to front
face and base with trough design.

As an alternative to softer sandstone and limestone
we offer slate sourced from quarries within the UK.
This material is of the very highest quality and has
stood the test of time over centuries. Its very nature
encourages hand carved decoration and lettering
to bring out its best qualities.

CH11
Blue black slate round top headstone
with carved design across the top and
bullnose mould to the front edge, fixed
to a plain base (vase insert optional).

CH12
Blue-black slate churchyard top style
headstone with moulded chamfer to
front leading edge. Complemented
with a matching base with centre vase
insert.

By their very nature sandstone and limestone
will require ongoing maintenance over the years.
Further advice is available concerning this.

CH1
York stone carved open book with cord
and tassle and deep carved rose design
to top centre. Complete with base and
a centre vase insert.

CH2
Portland stone churchyard shape top
with chamfer to front leading edge with
deep carved floral design to top centre.
Complemented with a base and centre
vase insert.

CH3
York stone round top headstone with
design to top centre, pin line to outer
edge, pitched edges with matching
base, (vase insert optional).
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CH4
Nabresina stone camber top style
headstone with check shoulders and
rebated margin to sides. Shown with
plain base, (vase insert optional).

CH7
Nabresina headstone with gothic top
style, fixed straight into the ground,
with offset deep carved ivy leaf design.

There is less maintenance required for the selection
of granite memorials shown below.
CH5
Nabresina stone round top headstone
with deep carved rose to top centre,
rustic margin and pitched edges to
headstone and base, (vase insert
optional).

CH6
Portland stone headstone fixed straight
into the ground, camber top with
reversed shoulders and rebated edges
complemented with deep carved flora
design to top centre, fixed to bolder
base to add extra height.

CH8
Light grey granite ogee top style
headstone all honed smooth finish with
carved dove to top centre supplied with
base and centre vase insert.

CH9
Light grey granite boulder style
headstone with honed face and pitched
back and sides. With matching base
with or without vase insert.
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